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Watching Every 
Dollar

It’s always the organizations that have accomplished the most 

that know how much left they have to do. The leaders at st. 

joseph, Mo–based Heartland Health have accomplished a 

lot already, not the least of which is being a 2009 recipient of the 

Malcolm Baldrige national Quality award. 

It has a process improvement system that has led to total sav-

ings of $25 million over four years. Heartland Health has achieved 

90th percentile or above rankings in everything from patient safety 

to outpatient satisfaction.

while the leadership team believes that its underlying funda-

mentals—a focus on process improvement, vigorous attacking of 

costs, and an eye toward sharing best practices—will serve the 

integrated delivery system well into the future, they also realize 

that innovations will have to come to keep the organization pros-

perous in the changing healthcare market.

“I guess the best-case scenario would be for reimbursement to 

hold fairly steady, even though our costs are going to continue to 

climb,” says Heartland Health President and Ceo Mark Laney, MD, 

who joined the organization in 2009. “The worst-case situation 

would be to see significant declines in reimbursement compounded 

by inflation.”

either way, the go-forward strategy is the same, Laney says.

“The challenge for hospitals and systems is really to think 

completely differently about how they are doing business. Doing 

things the way we’ve done it in the past is not going to get us there. 

we are talking about a need to fundamentally redesign how we 

provide healthcare and that means becoming much more involved 

in the true health of our patients before they need to come to the 

hospital or the clinic. It means not only a hospital and the system 

and the doctors being accountable for results, but also patients 

being accountable for their own health. It’s going to be a dramatic 

redesign.”
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improvement hardwired
as part of the Baldrige journey, Heartland Health came up with a 

performance management system that it labeled PasTe, which 

stands for problem, analysis, solution, transition, and evaluation. 

It’s a way of creating a unifying theme around improvement for 

The toolkit for value includes a set of familiar themes—using 

nurse practitioners where practical, more patient education, and 

use of telemedicine, among others, Laney says. But in practice 

the savings will come through a lot of painstaking process work 

to identify gaps in care that waste time and resources. Heartland 

recently participated in a congestive heart failure readmission  

pilot study. 

“what we did was we looked at our discharge planning; we 

looked at our homecare; we looked at our nurse follow-up care by 

telephone and by nurse visits to the home; and we dramatically 

decreased the readmission rate for those congestive heart failure 

patients from something like 35% down to 14%. It was a dramatic 

decrease just by doing things differently, completely outside of the 

walls of the hospital.” 

But as far as realizing those savings, Heartland saw none of it, 

Laney says. “as it stands currently, however, Heartland lost money 

on that pilot because all the efforts that we did decreased the way 

that we get traditionally reimbursed.”

while Heartland may experience some revenue loss in fee-for-

service efficiencies, overall the strategy seems to be working to 

reduce cost in the area, Laney says. “what’s interesting is you look 

at where Heartland was 10 or 15 years ago; this community had 

750 hospital beds. They were all full. and today, we’ve got 350  

hospital beds that are 80% full, and yet financially, we’re doing 

better than we’ve ever done. so, I think that’s a tribute to the hard 

work that our team has done, their discipline, their focus. It has 

paid huge dividends, not only to Heartland, but for the community.  
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pleted and delivered. someone in our organization has to sign off 

on that deliverable before you go onto that next phase. we have 

baked it in to how we problem solve every single solitary thing 

here. The deliverables and methodologies are taught to our staff, 

our physicians, our leaders—and we have done it for a decade. It is 

hardwired everywhere.”

To build momentum, system leaders hand out cash awards or 

trips twice a year to teams or individuals who are models in each of 

the steps. But beyond the staff culture, there is a full-time quality 

improvement team trained in six sigma, including three high-level 

and anywhere from 15 to 20 specialists who have other full-time 

roles in the system. 

Those improvement resources are deployed based on a severity 

index that Heartland uses, says Kretzinger. 

“once the problem is identified, if the problem is thorny 

enough—if there is a large gap between our current performance 

and our expected performance or if we believe it will be com-

plex in its solution” then six sigma specialists are assigned, says 

Kretzinger. 

Beyond the full-time improvement staff, Heartland makes sure 

that all of its 3,200 caregivers are hired for and trained for a role 

in continuous quality improvement, says Chief Human Resources 

officer Michael Pulido.

“everyone has a basic orientation at the time of hire,” Pulido 

says, “and then when they go in their areas and their units, their 

colleagues, their caregivers, their leaders all communicate the 

the health system. Chief operating officer Curt Kretzinger says the 

acronym itself is not important and could be different at another 

system, but what is important is the consistency.

“we have a very rigorous, almost obsessive documentation 

around those five steps,” Kretzinger says. “so any improvement 

team has to show the deliverables. There is actually a set of tools 

for each step and there are deliverables for each step, and you are 

not allowed to go to the next phase until that first phase is com-

Source: Heartland Health.

Roll over each section to  
learn how Heartland Health  
used PASTE to redesign its  

incoming call strategy.
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with local employers to open site-based employee clinics. 

But those savings may come at a cost outside Heartland’s own 

health plan members. Laney is acutely aware that the pace of pro-

moting value in a fee-for-service model must be undertaken with 

some care,” he says.

“we have to manage that slow burn, if you will, to a new finan-

cial reality,” Laney says. “For a period of time, we’ll have to live in 

both worlds. we’ll have some of our patients on the traditional 

fee-for-service model, and other times we’ll have patients that will 

be in the accountable health organization model. It probably is not 

that different from the past when there were HMos and PPos and 

importance of continuous improvement. we do not have the 

expectation that all of our caregivers become green belts or black 

belts or something along that line. However, what we do have the 

expectation on is that each caregiver has the ability to say, ‘Hold on 

a second, why are we doing it this way? and is there a better way 

to do this?’ and we promote that.”

and there is no better way to promote that than by Heartland 

Health’s policy that all employee pay increases will come out of cost 

savings, says Kretzinger. 

“our performance improvement initiatives pay for our salary 

increases. and our employees know that. If we don’t cut the nut, 

we don’t get raises. when we tell people in our Baldrige journey 

about that they say, ‘what if you don’t get it? The employees will be 

really mad.’ But we have done it for 10 years, so they know it now. 

now they knock on my door and say, ‘Hey, I have an idea.’ That is 

what funds our salaries.” and none of the salary increases is for an 

individual, he says. “all for one and one for all.”

with the incentive and the process management system, 

Heartland has been able to take anywhere between $5 million  

to $10 million a year out of operating costs for the past nine years, 

Kretzinger says. so far the savings have been in pushing more  

revenue, like how to get more MRIs per day without adding 

machinery or staff. 

“Honestly, those kinds of savings are becoming incremental for 

us,” he says. In the future, the cost savings will be in $49-per-visit 

Heartland Health clinics in local walmart stores, or in contracting 

“Everyone has a basic orientation  
at the time of hire ... and then  

when they go in their areas and  
their units, their colleagues, their  

caregivers, their leaders all  
communicate the importance of  

continuous improvement.”
Michael Pulido, chief human resources officer, 

Heartland Health

“
Mark Laney, MD, 
President and CEO, 
Heartland Health  
having trouble listening?  
Click here.
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“In the healthcare reform theory of Curt Kretzinger, some of 

the independents are going to die,” he says. 

“They are already on the margin or below. organizations are 

going to have to coalesce not for strength and leveraging of merg-

ers for commercial insurance power, and not even for centraliza-

tion, but for the ability to take best practices and deploy them over 

a large geographic area.”

there was a little bit of a difference in reimbursement and doctors 

and hospitals wore different hats and managed that. so, I think it’s 

doable, but it certainly is not easy.”

Staying independent
as an integrated delivery system about 45 minutes north of  

Kansas City, Heartland Health is not looking to grow aggressively 

through mergers or acquisition in order to maintain its financial 

and operational strength in the new healthcare market. 

with its history of focusing on high-quality and high-value,  

the leadership teams feels confident they can compete if more  

consolidation occurs in the market. The key, Kretzinger says, will  

be on leveraging any and all collaborations and relationships to  

promote best practices.

“sharing best practices is a tough one to get used to because 

you are afraid you are giving away your secret sauce,” he says. 

“In a way, you are. at the same time, with most people we work 

with we say, ‘You probably have something you are very proud of. 

If we share with you, will you share with us?’ so we have been able 

to do more of that and learn a lot of new things. People have been 

pretty good about sharing. But you do find some people who won’t 

share, and that’s too bad.”

The key will be the right forums and groups that will dissemi-

nate best practices more liberally, he says.

“Our performance improvement 
initiatives pay for our salary increases. 

And our employees know that. If we 
don’t cut the nut, we don’t get raises. 
Now they knock on my door and say, 

‘Hey, I have an idea.’ That is what  
funds our salaries. And none of the  

salary increases is for an individual.  
‘All for one and one for all.’”

Curt Kretzinger, COO, 
Heartland Health

“
John Wilson, 
CFO,  
Heartland Health  
having trouble listening?  
Click here.

http://content.hcpro.com/breakthroughs/6/BT6_Heartland_Wilson.mp3
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